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PROMOTING FASTER RESPONSE

Seattle Police Motorcycle Unit officers store their motorcycles at home and are operational as soon as they head out the door. This proves invaluable when the motorcycle squads are mobilized on short notice for special events and tactical operations and means they’re frequently first to respond to bank alarms, robberies, fires and shootings.

SIZE OF MUNICIPALITY: Approximately 88.5 square miles
POPULATION: 598,000 estimated
NUMBER OF SWORN OFFICERS: Approximately 1,250
NUMBER OF H-D® MOTORCYCLE UNITS: 45

FEELING CONNECTED WITH YOUR RIDE

NEW CHASSIS ENHANCES CONTROL

The FL chassis sharpens your connection with the bike and the road. Introduced in the 2009 model year, this all-new chassis features strong castings and forgings, bringing legendary Harley-Davidson® strength to the frame. Its retuned suspension and redesigned Isolated Drive System, also introduced in 2009 models, keep acceleration smooth and steady from your wrist down to the pavement.

FINE-TUNING Keeps IT COOL

Clever upgrades that create a cooler ride continue in the 2010 model year. The 2-1-2 exhaust system now passes under the frame, away from the rider, and mid-frame air deflectors channel away heat. The Engine Idle Temperature Management System—a rider-activated option developed last year—shuts down the rear cylinder during parade duty, traffic congestion or other prolonged idling situations.
Veszprém County, Hungary, is a wide region of lakes, forested mountains and several valleys. Motorcycle officers provide service to the citizens of 200 municipalities, as well as tourists attracted to this historic county’s hiking trails, beaches, vineyards, spas, medieval churches and castles.

**SIZE OF MUNICIPALITY:** Approximately 1781 square miles
**POPULATION:** 375,000 estimated
**NUMBER OF H-D® MOTORCYCLE UNITS:** 2

### MEETING DAILY DUTY DEMANDS

Harley-Davidson® police motorcycles combine innovation and advanced technology with more than a century of partnering with patrol officers to handle today’s law enforcement challenges: increasing performance and controlling costs.

In an era where every dollar has to work twice as hard, our vehicles deliver value—starting with the fuel economy, reliability and performance of the heavy-duty Twin Cam 103™ powertrain. Our flexible purchase options help agencies better meet budget constraints, and Harley-Davidson® FL police motorcycles feature the lowest estimated operating cost per mile—less than Honda and nearly half that of BMW.

The financial benefits continue with high resale value. Harley-Davidson® police motorcycles continue to command high residual value, thanks to rugged durability, police-specific features and the iconic name.

### PERFORMING ON PATROL

**TRANSMISSION DELIVERS POWER**

For 2010 we’ve enhanced the 6-Speed Cruise Drive® transmission with a new helical cut 5th gear, providing ready power plus improved sound while cruising at highway speeds.

**FRAME ENHANCES PERFORMANCE**

The FL family’s stronger frame, with 50% fewer parts and 50% fewer welds, accommodates a wider Dunlop® MT Multi-Tread rear tire, increasing carrying capacity and rear tire tread life and providing improved lean angles.

**MOTOR MOUNTS CUT FATIGUE**

The motor mount system on the FL models, improved last year to reduce engine shake at idle, yields greater rider comfort during a motor officer’s long hours in the seat.

### COVERING ALL TYPES OF TERRAIN

Harley-Davidson® police motorcycles combine innovation and advanced technology with more than a century of partnering with patrol officers to handle today’s law enforcement challenges: increasing performance and controlling costs.

In an era where every dollar has to work twice as hard, our vehicles deliver value—starting with the fuel economy, reliability and performance of the heavy-duty Twin Cam 103™ powertrain. Our flexible purchase options help agencies better meet budget constraints, and Harley-Davidson® FL police motorcycles feature the lowest estimated operating cost per mile—less than Honda and nearly half that of BMW.

The financial benefits continue with high resale value. Harley-Davidson® police motorcycles continue to command high residual value, thanks to rugged durability, police-specific features and the iconic name.
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In an era where every dollar has to work twice as hard, our vehicles deliver value—starting with the fuel economy, reliability and performance of the heavy-duty Twin Cam 103™ powertrain. Our flexible purchase options help agencies better meet budget constraints, and Harley-Davidson® FL police motorcycles feature the lowest estimated operating cost per mile—less than Honda and nearly half that of BMW.

The financial benefits continue with high resale value. Harley-Davidson® police motorcycles continue to command high residual value, thanks to rugged durability, police-specific features and the iconic name.

### PERFORMING ON PATROL

**TRANSMISSION DELIVERS POWER**

For 2010 we’ve enhanced the 6-Speed Cruise Drive® transmission with a new helical cut 5th gear, providing ready power plus improved sound while cruising at highway speeds.

**FRAME ENHANCES PERFORMANCE**

The FL family’s stronger frame, with 50% fewer parts and 50% fewer welds, accommodates a wider Dunlop® MT Multi-Tread rear tire, increasing carrying capacity and rear tire tread life and providing improved lean angles.

**MOTOR MOUNTS CUT FATIGUE**

The motor mount system on the FL models, improved last year to reduce engine shake at idle, yields greater rider comfort during a motor officer’s long hours in the seat.
LEADING BY EXAMPLE

SERVING WITH DEDICATION

RELIABILITY PLUS AGILITY

Harley-Davidson offers the industry’s most complete line of motorcycles for law enforcement and rescue personnel, enhancing responsiveness and maneuverability for highway patrol, crowd control, accident management, escort duty and all the other services motor officers and emergency responders perform for their communities.

COMMUNITY ASSET

Through more than a century, a cop on a Harley-Davidson® motorcycle has been a true community asset, building connections and commanding respect while providing vital public service.

YOUR STORY IS OUR STORY

Motor officers are a trusted presence in the community—and Harley-Davidson® police motorcycles have been a trusted presence in law enforcement since 1908. Only Harley-Davidson offers the complete motor unit solution for optimal community service, with four motorcycle models, extensive emergency equipment offerings, operator training, fleet service training.

Through The Mounted Officer magazine, published since 1928, we highlight the work of those who protect and serve. We further promote law enforcement through Harley-Davidson’s corporate support for organizations such as Concerns of Police Survivors and the National Law Enforcement Memorial Fund. And our extensive dealer network not only provides front-line support to keep our agency customers out on the road, but also supports numerous local law enforcement charities and events.

You can rely on us to help you connect with your community, offering the products, service support and advice you expect from the industry leader. As it’s been since 1908, there’s something undeniably right about a cop on a Harley-Davidson® motorcycle.

YOUR STORY IS OUR STORY

EXPANDING PATROL CAPABILITIES

As part of the Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord metropolitan area, the City of Gastonia motorcycle units cover a variety of patrol needs, from highway radar patrols to patrolling power line access roads.

SIZE OF MUNICIPALITY: Approximately 46 square miles
POPULATION: 71,059 estimated
NUMBER OF SWORN OFFICERS: Approximately 168
NUMBER OF BUELL® MOTORCYCLE UNITS: 2
NUMBER OF H-D® MOTORCYCLE UNITS: 4

GASTONIA
NORTH CAROLINA

Officers on Buell® XB12XP motorcycles cover patrols throughout Gastonia, North Carolina.
NEW IN 2010

- NEW HELICAL 5TH GEAR FOR IMPROVED TRANSMISSION SOUND
- IMPROVED ABS BRAKING PERFORMANCE
- IMPROVED TURN RADIUS

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

- LED LIGHTING SYSTEMS
- ABS
- Independent front and rear anti-lock braking system designed to prevent wheel lock-up. No saddlebag intrusion.
- TOUR-PAK® SYSTEM
- The new millennium-style Tour-Pak integration, with a self-contained design that lets the LEDs function without draining the battery.
- EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
- All optional emergency equipment may be ordered through your authorized Harley-Davidson® dealer. For a complete listing, visit www.harley-davidson.com.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

- 1690 CC TWIN CAM 103™ ENGINE
- Power and performance backed by Electronic Sequential Port Fuel Injection.
- LAW ENFORCEMENT SADDLEBAGS
- Special latches provide easy access while seated on the motorcycle.
- AIR-ADJUSTABLE SOLO SADDLE
- Double-insulated lining (molded).
- BREAKAWAY LEKAN® WINDSHIELD
- Designed to break away with minimal force in an impact.
- LONG-STEM “TRUE IMAGE” MIRRORS
- Ensure accurate representation of images.
- FULLY INTEGRATED SWITCHES
- Water-resistant with fingertip controls.
- FULL FAIRING
- Offers all-weather riding protection.
- DUNLOP® MT MULTI-TREAD TIRES
- Ensures all-weather, all-season performance.
- LOW MAINTENANCE FINAL BELT DRIVE
- Enhances power delivery for smoother acceleration.
- 2-INTO-1-INTO-2 EXHAUST
- Re-routes the exhaust system away from the rider, improving comfort.
- OIL COOLER

NEW IN 2010

FLHTP model shown in Vivid Black with Birch White panels and double Silver pinstripes (Houston style).*

*Models shown include optional equipment. Special paint schemes may incur additional cost. All optional equipment may be ordered through your authorized Harley-Davidson® dealer.

For a complete list of optional equipment, visit www.harley-davidson.com.
NEW IN 2010

- NEW HELICAL CUT 5TH GEAR FOR IMPROVED TRANSMISSION SOUND
- IMPROVED ABS BRAKING PERFORMANCE
- IMPROVED TURN RADIUS

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

- LED LIGHTING SYSTEMS
- ABS
- TOUR-PAK® SYSTEM
- TOUR-PAK® SEAT
- TOUR-PAK® UPRIGHTS
- TOUR-PAK® VISIBILITY

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

- 1690 CC TWIN CAM 103™ ENGINE
- LAW ENFORCEMENT SADDLEBAGS
- AIR-ADJUSTABLE SOLO SADDLE
- BREAKAWAY LEXYN® WINDSHIELD
- LONG-STEM “TRUE IMAGE” MIRRORS
- FULLY INTEGRATED SWITCHES
- PIVOTING FOOTBOARDS
- 66-TOOTH RUBBER ISOLATED REAR DRIVE SPROCKET
- OIL COOLER

FLHP model shown in Vivid Black.*
FLHP model shown in Birch White.*
FLHP model shown in Vivid Black tank and saddlebags with Birch White panels and double Silver pinstripes (Houston style).*
FLHP model shown in Black Denim.*
FLHP model shown in Vivid Black with Black Airbag bags and double Silver pinstripes (Houston Silver).*
FLHP model shown in Vivid Black/Brilliant Silver with Vivid Black Airbag bags and double Silver pinstripes (Houston Silver).*
XB12XP model shown in Birch White with P&A Emergency Kit option. Emergency Kit is required to be ordered separately through your authorized Buell® dealer.*

*Models shown include optional equipment. Special paint schemes may incur additional cost. All optional equipment may be ordered through your authorized Buell® dealer.

For a complete list of optional equipment, visit www.harley-davidson.com.

** Nimble Patrol Vehicle Exce...
COMMUNITY POLICING AT ITS BEST, 2010 XL 883L SPORTSTER

FEATURES
- 883 cc Evolution® engine
- Low seat height
- Electronic Sequential Port Fuel Injection
- Light and agile with quick acceleration

OPTIONS
- Tour-Pak® carrier
- Saddlebags
- Emergency pursuit lamp kit
- Detachable windshield
- Engine guard bars

XL 883L model shown in Birch White.*

MODELS SHOWN INCLUDE OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT. SPECIAL PAINT SCHEMES MAY INCUR ADDITIONAL COST. ALL OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT MAY BE ORDERED THROUGH YOUR AUTHORIZED HARLEY-DAVIDSON® DEALER.

COMMUNITY POLICING AT ITS BEST. 2010 XL 883L SPORTSTER

PEACE OFFICER AND FIREFIGHTER SPECIAL EDITIONS AVAILABLE AS:
- FLHR ROAD KING®
- FLSTF FAT BOY®
- FLSTC HERITAGE SOFTAIL® CLASSIC
- FLHTCU ULTRA CLASSIC® ELECTRA GLIDE®

Harley-Davidson® Peace Officer and Firefighter Special Edition motorcycles are offered as a proud tribute to law enforcement and firefighter personnel for use in their off-duty hours. Harley-Davidson offers a limited number of these exclusive Special Edition models, available only to active and retired members of the law enforcement and firefighter profession. These motorcycles feature distinctive designs and special graphics that allow these riders to display their professional pride in a unique and satisfying way.

Harley-Davidson® Peace Officer and Firefighter Special Edition motorcycles are offered as a proud tribute to law enforcement and firefighter personnel for use in their off-duty hours. Harley-Davidson offers a limited number of these exclusive Special Edition models, available only to active and retired members of the law enforcement and firefighter profession. These motorcycles feature distinctive designs and special graphics that allow these riders to display their professional pride in a unique and satisfying way.

*See www.harley-davidson.com for color availability, complete specifications and further details on these models.

*Please see www.harley-davidson.com for color availability, complete specifications and further details on these models.
NEW IN 2010

- NEW HELICAL CUT 5TH GEAR FOR IMPROVED TRANSMISSION SOUND
- IMPROVED ABS BRAKING PERFORMANCE
- IMPROVED TURN RADIUS

Please see pages 10-13 for additional equipment & features
Please see page 25-27 for full specs
Please see pages 21-24 for parts & accessories

Model shown in Fire Engine Red.*

*Models shown include optional equipment. Special paint schemes may incur additional cost. All optional equipment may be ordered through your authorized Harley-Davidson® dealer.
For a complete list of optional equipment, visit www.harley-davidson.com.
For more information regarding an Operator-Instructor Riding Class or Police Technical Training visit: www.harley-davidsonpolicemotors.com

or contact: Wendell Kendrick
Harley-Davidson Motor Company
Police Training and Technical Support Lead
414-343-8234
wendell.kendrick@harley-davidson.com

OPERATOR, INSTRUCTOR AND TECHNICAL TRAINING

Like no one else in the industry, Harley-Davidson completes its training offering with professional partnerships to provide outstanding operator, instructor and technician training.

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR PUBLIC SAFETY

For more than 20 years, the Harley-Davidson Motor Company has partnered with Northeastern University’s Center for Public Safety to make motor officers safer through training. From our humble beginnings, moving six motorcycles in a U-Haul four times a year, we’ve built a nationwide program, transporting 21 training motorcycles in a custom tractor-trailer to as many as 13 locations each year.

Our instructors are second to none. We also provide an on-call technician and a complete inventory of parts to handle any mechanical issues, ensuring uninterrupted training. And it’s all included in tuition. We want to make affordable, top-quality operator and instructor training available to all motor officers.

WELL TRAINED PERSONNEL

Motorcycle operator and instructor courses are presented at your location, with your agency acting as host. Motorcycles will be provided by Harley-Davidson and instruction will be provided by Northeastern University Center for Public Safety.

TRAINING BROUGHT TO YOU

Motorcycle operator and instructor courses receive specialized technical training unique to Harley-Davidson through Harley-Davidson Police and Fleet Sales at Motorcycle Mechanics Institute facilities.
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**PARTS & ACCESSORIES**

**SECURITY PARTS**

- 94060-99A LOW-PROFILE CHROME BATTERY COVER MOUNTING KIT
- 94098-09A INTEGRATED SECURITY SYSTEM KIT (BLUE)
- 97212-09A BIKE LIGHTS WIRELESS FOR TOURING MODELS
- 94174-09A BIKE LIGHTS WIRELESS FOR STREET MODELS

**REVIEW CANADA PARTS**

- 97087-09A BATTERY COVER MOUNTING KIT
- 94136-09A INTEGRATED SECURITY SYSTEM KIT (RED)
- 97212-09A BIKE LIGHTS WIRELESS FOR TOURING MODELS
- 94174-09A BIKE LIGHTS WIRELESS FOR STREET MODELS

**MOTORCYCLE INTEGRATED RADAR SYSTEMS**

- After reviewing the full line of Law Enforcement Emergency Equipment, Harley-Davidson has made the decision to transition all integrated radar systems, kits and parts out of the Genuine Parts & Accessories line. Instead, all Harley-Davidson brand integrated radar systems will continue under license with Decatur Electronics (DEI).

- Instead, all Harley-Davidson branded integrated radar systems will continue under license with Decatur Electronics (DEI). Instead, all Harley-Davidson branded integrated radar systems will continue under license with Decatur Electronics (DEI). Instead, all Harley-Davidson branded integrated radar systems will continue under license with Decatur Electronics (DEI). Instead, all Harley-Davidson branded integrated radar systems will continue under license with Decatur Electronics (DEI).

**SAFETY ACCESSORIES/ ORGANIZERS**

- VINYL STORAGE BAG WITH WATER RESISTANT COATING
- BATTERY SLEEVE" 

**SUREFIRE PARTS**

- 99847-09 NEW MID FRAME AIR DEFLECTOR KIT (FITS '09-'10)
- 58002-09 MID FRAME AIR DEFLECTOR KIT (FITS '09-'10)

**OPM PARTS**

- 57335-08 ILLUMINATED LED WINDSHIELD MOLDING
- 91156-09A SIREN AMPLIFIER BRACKET KIT
- 67958-08A BATTERY HARNESSES

**BATTERY ADDENDS**

- 99829-09 2 BANK BATTERY TENDER
- 99828-09 12-FOOT EXTENSION HARNESSES
- 58002-09 MID FRAME AIR DEFLECTOR KIT (FITS '09-'10)

**SPECIAL EDITION MEDALLIONS**

- 91892-82A SHERIFF LOGO (PAIR)
- 91991-98 POLICE MEDALLION. FITS '96-LATER ELECTRA GLIDE® INNER FAIRING AND OTHER TOURING MODELS. (PAIR).

**EMERGENCY RESPONSE KIT**

- 67623-88A EMERGENCY RESPONSE KIT WITH BLUE SPEAKER BRACKET AND AMPLIFIER. FITS ALL FL MODELS. 91446-00A AND 91447-00A DO NOT FIT WITH POLICE TOUR-PACK CHARGERS EQUIPPED WITH BLACK CONNECTORS.

**PARES & ACCESSORIES**

- SEE THE FULL LINE OF HARLEY-DAVIDSON® GENUINE MOTOR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN THE FULL RETAIL CATALOG OR ONLINE AT WWW.HARLEY-DAVIDSON.COM.
PARTS & ACCESSORIES

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

LIGHTED CHROME DIRECTIONAL BAR

VERSUS LIGHT

FITS ’97–’08 FLHP , FLHPE AND FLHTP

FOR ’86-LATER FLSTC AND ’93–’96 FLSTN MODELS; 3,4,5 (Dunlop® Harley-Davidson Series, bias blackwall)

CONVERSION KIT

CONVERSION KIT

CONVERSION KIT

CONVERSION KIT

HARLEY® REJUVENATOR TREATMENT FOR BLACK LEATHER

HARLEY® REJUVENATOR TREATMENT FOR BLACK LEATHER

HARLEY® REJUVENATOR TREATMENT FOR BLACK LEATHER

HARLEY® REJUVENATOR TREATMENT FOR BLACK LEATHER

SEE THE FULL LINE OF HARLEY-DAVIDSON® GENUINE MOTOR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN THE FULL RETAIL CATALOG OR ONLINE AT WWW.HARLEY-DAVIDSON.COM.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Model</th>
<th>Headlight W.</th>
<th>Beam Type</th>
<th>Brand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ullysses Sportster</td>
<td>5W</td>
<td>5W/28W</td>
<td>Veyance Hibrex®</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 kW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flames Low</td>
<td>5W</td>
<td>5W/28W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 kW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**

- **Engine Torque (per SAE J1349):**
  - 26|27
- **Lean Angle (per SAE J1168):**
  - 29°31°
  - 33°31°
- **Warranty:**
  - 24 months (unlimited mileage)

**Note:** Values shown are nominal. Performance may vary by country and region. Estimated from fuel economy tests on a sample motorcycle from the corresponding family conducted by Harley-Davidson under ideal laboratory conditions. Not all motorcycle models undergo fuel economy testing. Fuel economy and environmental footprint can vary depending on riding conditions, trip length, vehicle condition and vehicle configuration and other conditions. Break-in mileage may vary.
2010 POLICE & FLEET

COLOR OPTIONS

* Other two-tone styles are available using any combination of current Police/Fleet colors.
** Custom pinstriping is available with any paint scheme or color.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birch White</td>
<td>Vivid Black tank &amp; bags with Birch White panels &amp; fenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivid Black</td>
<td>Birch White with Vivid Black bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chp Style</td>
<td>Vivid Black helmet, with Birch White panels &amp; fenders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TO LOCATE YOUR AUTHORIZED HARLEY-DAVIDSON® DEALER:

PHONE: 1-800-LUV-2-RIDE
www.harley-davidsonpolicemotors.com
www.harley-davidson.com

HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY — POLICE AND FLEET SALES
P.O. BOX 653 MILWAUKEE, WI 53201 U.S.A.
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